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Abstract: Object reidentification (ReID) in cluttered rigid scenes is a challenging problem especially when same-looking
objects coexist in the scene. ReID is accepted to be one of the most powerful tools for matching the correct identities
to each individual object when issues such as occlusion, missed detections, multiple same-looking objects coexisting in
the same scene, and disappearance of objects from the view and/or revisiting the same region arise. We propose a novel
framework towards more efficient object ReID, improved object reidentification (IO-ReID), to perform object ReID in
challenging scenes with real-time processing in mind. The proposed approach achieves distinctive and efficient object
embedding via training with the triplet loss, with input from both the foreground/background split by bounding box,
and the full input image. With extensive experiments on two datasets serving for Object ReID, we demonstrate that the
proposed method, IO-ReID, obtains a higher ReID accuracy and runs faster compared to the state-of-the-art methods
on object ReID.
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1. Introduction
Object reidentification (ReID) addresses the task of retrieving the image of an object of interest (i.e. a probe)
from the images of a set of known objects (i.e. gallery) captured from multiple camera viewpoints. Given a
probe person-of-interest, the goal of ReID is to determine whether this person has appeared in another place at
a distinct time captured by a different camera [1]. The probe person can be represented by an image, a video
sequence, and even a text description. Due to the urgent demand of public safety and increasing number of
surveillance cameras in university campuses, theme parks, streets, etc., person ReID is imperative in intelligent
video surveillance system designs. Given its research impact and practical importance, ReID is a fast-growing
vision community. Object ReID in rigid scenes plays an essential role for vision tasks, such as consistent
object tracking and object-based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [2, 3], where the capability
of assigning the unique identity to each object detected from varying view points is desired. A large corpus
of research can be found on human/person/pedestrian ReID, a closely related problem whose focus is on the
retrieval of person from nonoverlapping camera views [4–6]. However, the study on object ReID still remains
limited and much less explored [7, 8].

Object ReID with only visual cues of the detected object can be challenging because i) objects are occluded
due to scene clutters and ii) similar-looking objects or multiple instances of the same category exist in the same
environment. One of the earlier approaches on the issue, re-OBJ, makes use of the visual background (bg)
cues by proposing combined deep features extracted from the foreground (fg) and background (bg), which are
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segmented by a Mask R-CNN [9] model, to train a triplet network for the job of object ReID in static scenarios.
The combined feature embedding proves to improve the the ReID accuracy compared to using features extracted
from only fg. However, re-OBJ is not designed with the processing efficiency in mind, with a running speed
less than 4 Hz on a standard PC, leading to undesired compromise on real-time performance if integrated into
a complete object tracking system.

In this work, we investigate the efficiency of the major components of re-OBJ, and propose IO-ReID, a
refined version of re-OBJ, by improving both segmentation backbone and the embedding generation module,
achieving a higher ReID accuracy at a faster speed. More specifically, we propose three main modifications on top
of re-OBJ: Firstly, we replace the format of segmentation from the mask to the bound boxes (BBXes), which
achieves a significant improvement in ReID accuracy and also allow us to replace the most time-consuming
module, Mask R-CNN, to other faster object detectors. Moreover, to improve the efficiency in embedding
generation, we eliminate the most time-consuming element of re-OBJ, i.e. the identical convolutional blocks
(ICBs), but at the cost of a ReID performance reduction. To compensate such performance drop, we further
include the full image together with fg/bg splits to the composition of the visual features, achieving a slightly
higher accuracy without compromising much the speed. With extensive experimental studies, we justify our
proposed modifications, prove the advantages of IO-ReID in terms of accuracy and speed in comparison to
re-OBJ and related methods in both accuracy and speed with datasets for object ReID task.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the related work on object ReID. Section
3 explains IO-ReID with detailed description for each stage. Section 4 gives the ablation studies and baseline
comparisons as a result of real scenes. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper by providing perspectives for
future work.

2. Motivation and related work
Since many object ReID algorithms start with distinguishing the object of interest from the rest of the content
of the scene phase, we also give place to object detection and instance segmentation methods. Afterwards, we
will cover object ReID and the closely-related image retrieval approaches. Recently, deep-learning-based object
detection [10–13] and instance segmentation [14–16] is composed of feature extraction, region proposal, and
prediction.

2.1. Object detection and instance segmentation

The key phases in object detection/segmentation are as follows: i) feature extraction using an existing model, ii)
region proposal trough the features, and iii) prediction heads made up of fully connected (FC)-layers classifying
the region proposals. In order to collect features necessary for their prediction heads, detection/segmentation
models commonly employ models initially intended for object classification, such as AlexNet [17], VGGNet [18],
inception [19], ResNet [20], or a model derived from one of these models. For instance, YoloV3 [21] employs a
modified ResNet while earlier Yolo-based models used modified VGGNet and AlexNet, respectively. Mask R-
CNN, an instance segmentation model, is built on top of faster R-CNN [22] where ResNet is the backbone model
and it also has a mask segmentation part. As being a more recent instance segmentation model YOLACT++
[23] can run in real-time, where the speed performance is achieved by linearly combining the two outputs
to produce a parallel prototype mask and mask coefficient predictions for each instance before generating an
instance mask. However, the accuracy and robustness of Mask R-CNN appear to be significantly better than
other techniques.
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2.2. Image retrieval

The main goal for object ReID is to find the exact same match of objects from a set of images, i.e. gallery, for
the given input image that contains the relevant content [7] whilst image retrieval aims to associate the most
similar instance(s) from a large database of images with the input image [24–26]. The image retrieval approach
introduced in [24] employs fixed-length features extracted from a particular region via a fine-tuned network
for landmark images. GEM [25] and GEM(AP) [26] claim to increase performance through data variation by
structure from motion and training by list-wise ranking loss. Similarly, [27] introduces a pipeline localizing
targets as feature maps as in [28], besides [29] is an approach that provides basic spatial reranking as a result
of feature proposal network for analyzing the effects of fine-tuning. Additionally, [30] claims improvement by
using regional aggregations of deep features.

If a scene contains multiple instances of the same category that appear together, image retrieval most
likely fails. The re-OBJ [7] introduces an object ReID pipeline to predict the exact same object with the probe.
re-OBJ uses mask-RCNN to split detected instances from the bg and extracts features from these two sources
separately by Siamese ResNet50 giving embedding. Then with these joint features, re-OBJ trains a triplet
network yielding final outputs, which are ranked to give results. Our work, IO-ReID, is mostly related to [7],
with the main efforts to improve its real-time performance. On the other hand, object ReID has also been
incorporated into more complete tracking frameworks as in [31–34].

2.3. ReID
In particular, ReID algorithms can handle if multiple object instances amongst the same object category
exist together in the same view unlike image retrieval methods. ReID is widely considered by means of a
person/pedestrian issue for which the appearance-based features [35] play an important role. These features are
obtained through i) extraction and refinement processes for improved object embeddings [36], and ii) comparison
of queries and gallery images to provide metric-driven ranking [37]. There are also other approaches using local
classical feature symmetries for comparison with the gallery images through Euclidean metric [35, 38]. On
the contrary, in [39], the visual features of person as the fg object are enhanced via temporal information,
which matches visual cues according to minimum distances between them. For more information on the most
recent developments in human ReID, readers can refer to [6]. Following the obtaining of spatial information
re-OBJ method achieves the final embedding for the triplet loss layer using the combined representation of
both the bg and fg in order to train a triplet loss function. In addition, object ReID is further adopted into
more complicated tasks like object tracking as in [32–34]. The approach introduced in [31] aims object Re-ID
for object segmentation purpose by subtracting the sequential frames. Thanks to utilizing a learned matching
function, the authors in [32] present a ReID-driven tracker that processes over 4096 -dimension embedding in
consequence to being trained on an extensive dataset and hence can be even used in unseen targets without
modification. The studies in [33, 34] present object ReID techniques, which are driven by reranking, for object
segmentation and tracking in video sequences.

3. Improved object ReID

The capability of assigning the unique identity to each object detected in a video stream plays an essential role in
many vision-based tasks, such as object tracking or 3D object localization. Our proposed IO-ReID is composed
of three modules as shown in Figure 1. Given an anchor (A) image (or probe image), we first apply YoloV3 as
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the object detection module with the fg segmented in the format of BBX. We then pass the segmented fg/bg
and the full image to ResNet50 to extract their corresponding visual features, which are then concatenated and
passed to the pre-trained triplet network to produce a more discriminative embedding for the final inference.

Figure 1. IO-ReID is composed of three components as instance segmentation, embedding generation, and matching.
Anchors (A) are separated as bg/fg, which are next passed through parallel ResNet50s with the full images to generate
embeddings the same as P and N. Final embeddings are used to train the triplet network of object matching module.
Embedding generation and object matching processes require offline training, while the complete pipeline is used for
online inference.

During training, the triplet network aims to generate an embedding space where each A is close to its
Positive (P), the image with the same object captured from another view, while staying far from the Negative
(N), the image without the same object. We provide more detailed description on the embedding generation
section. During tests, once we split each detected instance as bg/fg, we extract features to get embeddings that
are used for triplet comparison. In the last stage, reranking based on the Euclidean distance is applied to find
the best match.

3.1. Embedding generation

The proposed embedding generation module exploits pretrained ResNet50 for visual feature extraction as
in re-OBJ [7]. Moreover, we propose three main differences on top of the re-OBJ by properly adjusting
elements considering their trade-off between the speed and accuracy, leading to a faster and more discriminative
embedding. Firstly, we replace the time-consuming ICBs in re-OBJ for encoding spatial information with
simple fully connected layer, which also enables us to adjust dimension. However, the removal of ICBs leads to
a performance drop in the ReID accuracy. To compensate, we include an additional feature which is extracted
from the full image into the embedding, which results in a more discriminative embedding with additional
information capturing the relation between fg and bg. Herein, for each of the fg, bg, and full images, the
embeddings are formed by concatenating the features coming from ResNet50s instead of ICBs.

Finally, we exploit the BBX as the segmentation format instead of the masks, which helps to obtain a more
discriminative embedding. The choice of BBX also allows us to flexibly substitute the instance segmentation
module with any faster object detectors.

The concatenated embeddings are employed to discriminate triplets as shown in Figure 2, where input,
A, is aimed to be placed as close as possible to P and as far as possible from N. During tests, once we split each
detected instance as bg/fg, we extract features to get embeddings that are used for triplet comparison. In the
last stage, reranking based on the Euclidean distance is applied to find the best match.
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Figure 2. Embedding generation through concatenation of fg, bg, and full images for triplet-based matching.

3.2. Triplet-based object matching and ranking

With the concatenated features extracted by parallel ResNet50s from fg/bg and the full image, we generate the
final embedding by training a triplet network. The objective of the training is to bring P of the triplets close
to A and force N far from A. For a set of triplet images, IiA , IiP , and IiN , we aim to achieve an embedding
function that minimizes distance between A and P (vice versa for A-N pair) such that:

D(IiA, IiP ) < D(IiA, IiN ),

where D gives the squared Euclidean distance. We define triplet ranking loss function as follows:

L (IiA, IiP , IiN ) = max [0,M +D(IiA, IiP )−D(IiA, IiN )] ,

where M is the triplet margin adjusting the pairwise distances.
At inference time, we get the ranked probabilistic outputs correspondingly as a result of the triplet-based

ranking loss at which every input is compared with all gallery using Euclidean distance. The outputs are ranked
only if a correct match occurs.

To learn the similarity represented by si,j = s(Ii, Ij) , we seek for higher s scores for similar images.
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4. Experiments
We evaluate IO-ReID with datasets containing object instances segmented with both ground-truth annotations
and object detector outputs. We conduct experiments on both as ablation study to justify our design choices,
and comparison to the state-of-the-art (sota) methods for addressing object ReID and the tightly related image
retrieval task.

Performance metric: We follow the common convention for evaluation of ReID methods with mean average
precision (mAP) and accuracy rates for rank-N matches by a cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curve.
We principally take the match into account only the exact instance as a correct match and the matches to
similar objects are accepted as wrong matches.

Training details: We trained the model for 500 epochs with the learning rate scheduled to decrease
exponentially. The margin for triplet loss is 0.2 and Adam [40] is used as the optimizer. The dimension of the
feature extracted from one of the triplets (i.e. A, P, or N) through ResNet50 appears to be 7x7x512 whereas
the joint feature becomes 7x7x1536 and the final embedding dimension is set to be 4096. All experiments are
run on a standard machine with an i7-9750 CPU running at 2.60 GHz and a GPU of Nvidia GTX 1080ti on
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.

4.1. Data preparation
We used ReObj-MR from re-OBJ where Mask R-CNN is the instance segmentation backbone. In other words,
the Mask R-CNN splits the full images into fg/bg pairs. ReObj-MR contains 707 instances selected from 27
scenes from ScanNet [41]. Furthermore, we employ ReObj-GT, containing 32 scenes with 849 instances, where
the detections are extracted from 3D annotations provided in ScanNet. This information is exploited to get
ground-truth BBXes for the selected objects. Once BBXes are obtained, then fg/bg pairs are split accordingly.
It is vital that the IDs for each annotated object in ReObj-GT are scene-specific as in the original ScanNet
dataset. For example, an object with an ID of ”1” can represent a particular object with the category ”chair”
in the scene of interest (e.g., scene0054), but the ID ”1” can represent a different object with the category ”TV”
in another scene (e.g., scene0061). By convention, images are discarded in ReOBJ-GT if any of the objects is
obscured by another object by more than 15% or the BBXes are too small or do not belong to the secene of
interest. We arranged our dataset as triplets for the proper learning of a pairwise ranking model as shown in
Figure 3, where the BBXes of ReObj-GT and masks of ReObj-MR for the same table from the same view are
given comparably. We set probes to be the individual objects whereas positives in the gallery to be the same
with probes with different views and negatives to be different from both.

4.2. Ablation study
We perform experiments using different variants of our proposed pipeline regarding the structure and embedding
choices to justify IO-ReID: i) IO-ReID-D: re-OBJ removes the ICBs; ii) IO-ReID-DF: IO-ReID-D adds the
feature from the full image to the feature composition; iii) IO-ReID-DFB is IO-ReID-DF uses the BBX to
segment fg/bg instead of masks; iv) IO-ReID: IO-ReID-DFB replaces the object detector from Mask-RCNN
to YoloV3. The structure and embedding choices for the variants are summarized in Table 1 accordingly. For
a fair comparison, we performed the training of the above-mentioned configurations separately on the two sets
of data, i.e. ReOBJ-MR and ReOBJ-GT.

Table 2 shows the ReID performance and the decomposed time performance for each module, namely
instance segmentation backbone (ISB), embedding generation (EG), and object matching (OM), respectively.
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Figure 3. The example appearances of BBXes from ReObj-GT and masks from ReObj-MR for the same sample object
for the same view.

The theory suggests [42, 43] that mAP values lie in the interval of [0, 1], which are projected to be in the
interval of [0, 100], hence are considered percentages in this study. In addition, the threshold for mAP is used to
specify the acceptable ratio of the intersection between the predicted outputs and ground-truth results, which
is herein consistently set to be 0.25 to minimize the effects of object detection. By removing ICBs, IO-ReID-D
makes the EG and OM faster, while the mAPs decreases significantly. By further including the full images
together with the explicit split bg/fg images for EG, we see that IO-ReID-DF can remarkably enhance the
performance, surpassing re-OBJ. By further replacing masks with BBXes, IO-ReID-DFB improves the ReID
accuracy. Finally, when we replace mask R-CNN of ISB with YoloV3, IO-ReID achieves even a higher speed
thanks to the faster ISB module, with a slight accuracy drop impacted by the detector performance, yet the
mAP is still higher than re-OBJ.

Table 1. The structure and embedding choices for the variants of IO-ReID.

Method name Structure and embedding choice
IO-ReID-D Remove ICB from re-OBJ.
IO-ReID-DF Add features from full images to the IO-ReID-D feature composition.
IO-ReID-DFB Replace masks of IO-ReID-DF with BBXes to segment fg/bg.
IO-ReID Replace object detector of IO-ReID-DFB with YoloV3.

Table 2. Results with various versions of IO-ReID evaluated on dataset ReObj-MR and ReObj-GT.

Method mAP [%] regarding datasets Time [fps]
ReObj-MR ReObj-GT ISB EG OM Total

re-OBJ 67.8 54.4 4.5 19.4 41.3 3.36
IO-ReID-D 62.4 52.3 4.5 72.4 107.6 4.08
IO-ReID-DF 68.1 54.34 4.5 16.8 107.6 3.44
IO-ReID-DFB 70.12 56.1 4.5 16.8 107.6 3.44
IO-ReID 69.6 55.8 10.7 16.8 107.6 6.16
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In addition, we do notice that the performance measures using ReOBJ-GT dataset are lower than ReOBJ-
MR, which is because bg/fg splits performed by mask-RCNN are noisy and the segments contain wrongly labeled
objects and partial masks, causing unreliable performance measurement. Instead, ReOBJ-GT contains correct
labeling using the GT annotations from ScanNet.

4.3. Comparison with baseline methods

Herein, the performance of the proposed model, IO-ReID, is compared with re-OBJ, GEM, GEM(AP), and
R-ASMK to justify its advantages and success on challenging ReID tasks. GEM, GEM(AP), and R-ASMK
are originally instance search methods while re-OBJ is an object ReID algorithm. GEM(AP) is an extension
of GEM, which improves performance through increasing data reconstruction. GEM(AP) further employs a
list-wise ranking loss with a multistaged optimization configuration whilst training. Besides, R-ASMK first
extracts local features and then combines them to selectively match filters within a two-staged framework.
Following the examination of inner structures of retrieval methods, which consist of feature extraction and
embedding generation as well as ranking modules, their suitability to ReID task becomes clear. Therefore, the
aforementioned approaches are modified to work in a ReID setup appropriately herein. For a fair comparison,
the feature extraction backbones of GEM, GEM (AP), and R-ASMK are further fine-tuned by using ReObj-GT.
The ICB structure of re-OBJ is likewise trained by replacing ReObj-MR with ReObj-GT to get the results for
ReObj-GT dataset.

Results obtained from running the compared methods on both datasets in terms of mAP and speed are
given in Table 3. With our performance measure which only accounts for the match of exact object instance,
although they are carefully adapted to ReID task for a fair comparison, we do notice that the image retrieval
methods are worse than the frameworks that are originally developed for object ReID task. The basis beneath
this poor performance is because the image retrieval algorithms are primarily structured for finding similar
images from a set of database images. For this reason, the increase in the performance evaluation metric
causes a decrease in the matching outputs. The instance retrieval methods appear to be slower than our
framework because of their complicated architectures. Besides, it appears to be that the features generated by
the backbones of all methods play an important role in making an approach more successful on ReID tasks.

Table 3. Results with IO-ReID and the compared sota methods evaluated on ReObj-MR and ReObj-GT.

Method mAP [%] regarding datasets Time
[fps]ReObj-MR ReObj-GT

GEM [25] 54.7 50.8 1.7
GEM (AP) [26] 55.9 52.4 1.03
R-ASMK [30] 61.3 54.0 1.41
re-OBJ [7] 67.8 54.4 3.36
IO-ReID 69.6 55.8 6.16

As a result of comparing the estimations with anchor and calculating an ordered list considering the
probability values, CMC curves are obtained as illustrated in Figure 4, which further give mAP over the ranks.
Top-N accuracy, in other word examining if the top-N images within the ordered gallery contain an exact
match with the anchor image, is taken into account. It is obvious that the performance outputs of re-OBJ
and IO-ReID progress better on both datasets, namely ReOBJ-MR and ReOBJ-GT, where the increases also
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occur remarkably sharper than that achieved by other methods. We show the behaviors for top-20 predictions
because the curves for all compared methods start to converge horizontal axis remarkably after Rank-20 for
both dataset, where the gap between the saturated accuracy of IO-ReID and other methods on ReOBJ-GT is
larger than ReOBJ-MR.

Figure 4. The comparison of progress of CMC curves for all the methods that are obtained due to experiments on
ReOBJ-MR and ReOBJ-GT, respectively.

The main reason behind the fact that the compared methods start from higher accuracy levels and also
end-up at greater values is that the samples of ReOBJ-MR dataset are noisy and have not been filtered out.
For instance, if a wrong label is assigned to any object segmented out by mask R-CNN and the object detectors
of the compared algorithms also assigned the same wrong label to that object, then these kinds of matches
are assumed to be correct in the experiment phase, which result in increase in the performance. For this
reason, testing the algorithms with the ReOBJ-GT is vital to have robust and reliable insights about their real
performance. The results from both datasets nevertheless confirm each other and also show the importance of
testing in multiple datasets through highlighting the differences.

Finally, Figure 5 shows several qualitative results for retrieving the exact instance within the top N ranks,
with the cup as the first probe and couch as the second and third probes.

We apply IO-ReID for the first and second probes, whilst IO-ReID-DFB for the third probe. IO-
ReID correctly predicts the exact same cup amongst similar instances; however, it fails to predict the correct
couch. In the second test, the predicted couch with the highest score, which is shown in the most-left image of
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Figure 5. Qualitative results of Rank-N predictions for anchor object, cup as the first probe instance and couch as the
second and third, amongst gallery images for which IO-ReID is utilized for the first and second rows and re-OBJ-DFB
is applied for the third row.

the Gallery II, also contains a couch with similar appearance to the probe image, but the background exposes
that the predicted couch takes part in a different surrounding the probe. On the other hand, IO-ReID-DFB
predicts the exact same instance with a slower processing speed, despite the angle of view of predicted the couch
is remarkably different in the third experiment.

5. Conclusion
We proposed an efficient framework to address the task of object ReID in rigid scenes. Through extensive
experiments, we prove that our proposed framework, IO-ReID, can run in near real-time while maintaining
the ReID accuracy in challenging scenes compared to the sota methods. Additionally, our analysis clearly
unveils the unsuitability of image retrieval techniques in ReID tasks. There are, nevertheless, limitations for
a typical object ReID approach due to missed detections, variations in illumination, occlusions, and cluttered
background. IO-ReIDis additionally influenced by same-looking objects that appear in the same scene and
changes in the background. We managed to compensate the accuracy drop at IO-ReID-D by using bg, fg,
and full images together to depict a more complete relationship with the target object and its neighboring
pixels. As the structure and embedding choices for the IO-ReIDvariants reveal the relations between each
approach, the detailed results clearly emphasize that removing, keeping, and/or modifying a module influences
the performance by means of mAP and fps. The dataset source also affects the outputs regarding mAP
remarkably. For example, mAP decreases from 67.8% to 62.4% and from 54.4% to 52.3% for ReObj-MR and
Re-Obj-GT, respectively, due to the removal of ICBs by IO-ReID-D from re-OBJ. On the other hand, adding full
images compensates the drop in mAP and IO-ReID-DF becomes slightly better whilst exploiting BBXes instead
of masks moreover contributes to mAP performance, where ReID accuracy is improved significantly without
slowing down. IO-ReIDconsequently results in the fastest approach as it replaces ISB with YoloV3 without
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encountering a considerable decrease in the mAP. As future work, we plan to further accelerate IO-ReID by
knowledge sharing across instance segmentation and embedding generation modules.
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